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KÂZIM BÜYÜKBODUK
Abstract. Our goal in this article is to give a proof of Perrin-Riou’s conjecture (under
very mild hypothesis) on the non-vanishing of the p-adic Beilinson-Kato class associated
to an elliptic curve E/Q , when E has ordinary (i.e., good ordinary or multiplicative)
or supersingular reduction at p. This generalizes the previous work of Bertolini and
Darmon (for a good ordinary prime p) and Venerucci (for a split multiplicative prime
p). Our method is based on the general theory Λ-adic Kolyvagin systems, as developed
by the author previously (and enhanced slightly here) and it applies equally well to
treat all these cases simultaneously.
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1. Introduction
Let E be an elliptic curve deﬁned over Q and let N denote its conductor. Fix a
prime p > 3 and let S denote the set consisting of all rational primes dividing Np and
the archimedean place. In this set up, Kato [Kat04] has constructed an Euler system
BK
cBK = {cBK
∈ H 1 (F, Tp (E)) is
F } where F runs through abelian extensions of Q, cF
unramiﬁed away from the primes dividing Np and Tp (E) is the p-adic Tate module of E.
1
Kato’s explicit reciprocity laws show that the class cBK
Q ∈ H (Q, Tp (E)) is non-crystalline
Key words and phrases. Kolyvagin systems, Iwasawa theory.
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at p (and in particular, non-zero) precisely when L(E/Q, 1) 6= 0, where L(E/Q, s) is the
Hasse-Weil L-function of E. Perrin-Riou in [PR93, §3.3.2] predicts the following assertion
to hold true. Let resp : H 1 (GQ,S , T ) → H 1 (Qp , T ) denote the restriction map.

Conjecture 1.1. The class resp cBK
∈ H 1 (Qp , Tp (E)) is non-torsion if and only if
Q
L(E/Q, s) has at most a simple zero at s = 1.
This is the conjecture we address in this article. Our main result is the following:

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that E is an elliptic curve such that the residual representation
ρE : GQ,S −→ Aut(E[p])
is surjective. Assume further that p does not divide ordℓ (j(E)) whenever ℓ | N is a prime
of split multiplicative reduction. Then the “if" part of Perrin-Riou’s Conjecture 1.1 holds
true in the following cases:
(a) E has good ordinary reduction at p.
(b) E has good supersingular reduction at p and N is square-free.
(c) E has multiplicative reduction at p and there exists a prime ℓ || N such that there
ρE is ramiﬁed at ℓ.
As per the “only if” direction, one may deduce the following as a rather straightforward
consequence of the recent results due to Skinner, Skinner-Zhang and Venerucci in the
case of p-ordinary reduction and due to Kobayashi and Wan in the case of p-supersingular
reduction. We state it here for the sake of completeness.
Theorem 1.3. In the situation of Theorem 1.2, the “only if ” part of Perrin-Riou’s
conjecture holds true for all cases (a), (b) and (c) if we further assume:
• in the case of (a), that N is square free and either E has non-split multiplicative
reduction at one odd prime or split multiplicative reduction at two odd primes;
• in the case of (c) and when E non-split-multiplicative reduction at p that
– p does not divide ordp (∆E ),
– for all primes ℓ || N such that ℓ ≡ ±1 mod p, the prime p does not divide
ordℓ (∆E ),
– there exists at least two prime factors ℓ || N such that p does not divide
ordℓ (∆E ).
We remark that in the situation of (a), the hypotheses in Theorem 1.3 may be slightly
altered if we relied on the work of Zhang [Zha14, Theorem 1.3] on the converse of the
Gross-Zagier-Kolyvagin theorem, in place of the work of Skinner. This on one hand
would allow us to relax the condition on the conductor N, on the other hand would force
us to introduce additional hypothesis (see Theorem 1.1 of loc.cit).
In a variety of cases, we will be able reﬁne Theorem 1.2 and deduce that the square
of the logarithm of a suitable Heegner point agrees with the logarithm of the BeilinsonKato class BK1 up to an explicit non-zero algebraic factor. This will justify some of the
hypothetical conclusions in [PR93, §3.3.3]. We record here the following result we are
able to prove in order to provide an example. For a discussion covering other cases of
interest the reader is referred to Section 4.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that E is an elliptic curve with non-split-multiplicative reduction
at p and veriﬁes the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, also that there exists a prime ℓ || N such
that there ρE is ramiﬁed at ℓ. Assume that ran = 1 and further that Nekovář’s p-adic
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height pairing associated to the canonical splitting of the Hodge-ﬁltration on the semistable Dieudonné module Dst (V ) is non-vanishing. Then,
×

logV (resp (BK1 )) · logV (resp (P ))−2 ∈ Q ,
where logV stands for the Bloch-Kato logarithm associated to E.
We may in fact prove similar results in the situations of (a) and (b) as well. We refer
the reader to Section 4 (more particularly, to Theorem 4.1, Remark 4.3 and Theorem 4.4)
below for further details.
Remark 1.5. Bertolini and Darmon have announced that in their future work [BD15],
they will prove a result similar to Theorem 1.4 in the situation of (a). Also, using
somewhat diﬀerent techniques then those of [BD15], Venerucci [Ven15] gave a proof of
the result above, when E has split multiplicative reduction at p. Our approach in this
article not only oﬀers a uniform treatment of Perrin-Riou’s Conjecture in either of the
settings (a)-(c) above, it also allows us to handle primes of non-split-multiplicative and
supersingular reduction.
Concerning Theorem 1.4 and its other forms presented in Section 4, we would like to
underline1 a common key feature of the three approaches (in [BD15, Ven15] and here) towards it, despite their apparent diﬀerences: All three works make crucial use of a suitable
p-adic Gross-Zagier formula, allowing the comparison of Heegner points with BeilinsonKato elements. For the approach in [BD15], this formula is provided by [BDP13] (where
the relevant p-adic Gross-Zagier formula is proved by exploiting Waldspurger’s formula
and it resembles Katz’s proof of the p-adic Kronecker limit formula) and for Venerucci’s
approach in [Ven15], it is provided by [BD07] (where the authors use Hida deformations
and the Čerednik-Drinfeld uniformization of Shimura curves). In our approach towards
Theorem 1.4 here, we rely on the p-adic Gross-Zagier formulae of Perrin-Riou [PR87] in
the situation of (a), of Kobayashi [Kob13] in the situation of (b) and the recent work of
Disegni [Dis15] when E has non-split-multiplicative reduction at p.
Remark 1.6. Our methods here easily adapt to treat also higher weight eigenforms;
however, our conclusion in that situation is not as satisfactory as in the case of elliptic
curves. For this reason, here we shall only provide a brief overview of our results towards
Perrin-Riou’s conjecture in that level of generality. We say that a Galois representation V
(with coeﬃcients in a ﬁnite extension K of Qp ) is essentially self-dual if it has a self-dual
Tate-twist V (r) and we say that an elliptic eigenform f (of even weight 2k and level N,
with N coprime to p) is essentially self-dual if Deligne’s representation Wf associated to
f is. In this case, we set Vf = Wf (k); this is necessarily the self-dual twist of Wf . Fix a
Galois-stable oK -lattice Tf contained in Vf and let k denote the residue ﬁeld of oK . We
will set ρf : GQ,S → GL(Tf ) (where S is the set consisting of all rational primes dividing
Np and the archimedean place) and ρf := ρf ⊗ k. If the conditions that
• ρf is absolutely irreducible,
• f is p-distinguished (namely, the semi-simpliﬁcation of ρf G non-scalar),
Qp
• either
– H 0 (Qp , Vf /Tf ) = 0, or
– H 0 (Qp , Vf /Tf ) is a ﬁnite cyclic group and H 0 (Q∞,p , Tf ) = 0,
1We

would like to thank Henri Darmon for an enlightening exchange regarding this point
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• the Tamagawa factors #H 1 hFrℓ i, H 0 (Iℓ , Vf /Tf )div is prime to p.

simultaneously hold true, then

ords=k L(f, s) = 1 =⇒ either logVf BK1 6= 0 ,
or else resp : Hf1 (Q, Vf ) → Hf1 (Qp , Vf ) is the zero map.
Here Hf1 (Qp , Vf ) ⊂ H 1 (Qp , Vf ) is the image of the Bloch-Kato exponential map and
Hf1 (Q, Vf ) is the Bloch-Kato Selmer group.
Note in particular that the main result of [BB15] towards Perrin-Riou’s conjecture for
p-non-crystalline semistable modular forms escapes the methods of the current article.
1.1. Notation and Background. Let QS /Q denote the maximal extension of Q unramiﬁed outside S and let GQ,S := Gal(QS /Q). For a general number ﬁeld K, we likewise
deﬁne KS to be the maximal extension of K unramiﬁed at every place of K above those
in S and set GK,S := Gal(KS /K).
Let µp∞ denote the p-power roots of unity. For a complete local noetherian Zp -algebra
R and an R[[GQ,S ]]-module X which is free of ﬁnite rank over R, we deﬁne X ∗ :=
Hom(X, µ p∞ ) and refer to it as the Cartier dual of X. For any ideal I of R, we denote
by X[I] the R-submodule of X killed by all elements of I.
We let T = Tp (E) denote the p-adic Tate-module of E; this is a free Zp -module of rank
2 which is endowed with a continuous GQ,S -action. We deﬁne the cyclotomic deformation
T of T by setting T := T ⊗ Λ (where we let GQ,S act diagonally), where Λ := Zp [[Γ]]
(with Γ = Gal(Q∞ /Q) is the Galois group of the cyclotomic Zp -extension of Q∞ /Q) is
the cyclotomic Iwasawa algebra. We ﬁnally let Qn /Q denote the unique subextension of
n
Q∞ /Q of degree pn (and Galois group Γ/Γp ∼
= Z/pn Z).
It follows from [MR04, Theorems 3.2.4 & 5.3.3] that Kato’s Euler system cBK maps
under the Euler systems to Kolyvagin systems map of Mazur and Rubin to a Λ-adic
Kolyvagin system BK ∈ KS(T) and a Kolyvagin system BK ∈ KS(T ) for the canonical
Selmer structure FΛ on T and Fcan on T . Precise deﬁnitions of these objects will be recalled in the next section. The Kolyvagin system BK (respectively, the Λ-adic Kolyvagin
system BK) will be referred to as the Beilinson-Kato Kolyvagin system (respectively, the
Λ-adic Beilinson-Kato Kolyvagin system). The initial terms BK1 ∈ H 1 (GQ,S , T ) of BK
and BK1 ∈ H 1 (Q, T) of BK have the following two properties:
(1.1)
(1.2)

BK1 = cBK
Q

H 1 (GQn ,S , T ) = H 1 (Q, T)
BK1 = {cBK
Qn } ∈ lim
←−
where the latter equality in (1.2) follows from [MR04, Lemma 5.3.1(iii)].
It follows from the non-vanishing results of Rohrlich [Roh84] and Kato’s explicit reciprocity laws for the Beilinson-Kato elements that BK1 never vanishes.
Fix a topological generator γ of Γ. In this article, will work with various quotients of
Λ: For positive integers α and k, we set Rα := Λ/(γ − 1)α and Rk,α := Λ/(pk , (γ − 1)α ) .
We will consider Tα := T ⊗ Rα and Tk,α := T ⊗ Rα . Note that R1,1 = Fp and we shall
write T in place of T1,1 . Each of these modules are free of rank 2 over the respective ring
Rα or Rk,α . We will denote by pr0 the augmentation map Λ → Zp and by slight abuse,
also any map induced by it.
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Throughout this article, we shall denote the order of vanishing of the Hasse-Weil Lfunction L(E/Q, s) by ran and call it the analytic rank of E.
1.2. Organization of the article. In Section 2.1, we recall basic notions from [MR04,
Büy11], relevant to our study of Λ-adic Kolyvagin systems. In Section 2.2 we introduce
the module of Kolyvagin systems and state our main result towards its structure (Theorem 2.10). We deduce Perrin-Riou’s conjecture (which is stated as part of our principal
result Theorem 1.2) in Section 3 based on this structure theorem. Section 4 is devoted
to reﬁnements of this result (still along Perrin-Riou’s predictions) in a variety of cases,
by relating the logarithm of the initial Beilinson-Kato element BK1 to the square of the
logarithm of a suitable Heegner point. In Appendix A, we give a proof of Theorem 2.10.
We remark that under the additional hypothesis that E(Qp )[p] = 0, a much more
precise version of Theorem 2.10 is readily available (Theorem 2.11, previously proved by
the author in [Büy11]). As we explain in Remark 2.12, this hypothesis holds true in all
cases that have not been considered in [BD15, Ven15] (but also covers the case of [Ven15]
in full if p > 7) and it is expected to hold true for all suﬃciently large p. The reader who
is content with these set of results may safely skip Appendix A.
2. Selmer structures and Kolyvagin systems
In this section, we recall some basic notions and constructions from [MR04] and their
Λ-adic versions from [Büy11]. We also state one of our main results in this article
(Theorem 2.10), which is key to our proof of Perrin-Riou’s conjecture.
2.1. Selmer structures. In this work, we shall consider the following Selmer structures
(in the sense of [MR04, Deﬁnition 2.1.1]) on the Galois module T and its various quotients.
Definition 2.1. Recall the Galois representations T and its quotients Tα .
i) Let FΛ denote the canonical Selmer structure on T deﬁned by setting HF1 Λ (Qℓ , T) =
H 1 (Qℓ , T) for every rational prime ℓ.
ii) For every α ∈ Z+ , we deﬁne the α-canonical Selmer structure Fα on Tα by setting
• HF1 α (Qℓ , Tα ) = ker (H 1 (Qℓ , Tα ) → H 1 (Qur
ℓ /Qℓ , Tα ⊗ Qp )), if ℓ ∤ p ;
1
1
• HFα (Qp , Tα ) = H (Qp , Tα ) .
We every pair k, α ∈ Z+ , we therefore obtain the Selmer structures FΛ and Fβ (β ≥ α)
on Tk,α by propagating (in the sense of [MR04, Example 1.1.2]) FΛ and Fβ , respectively
via the canonical maps T ։ Tk,α and Tβ ։ Tk,α . In place of F1 , we shall write Fcan for
an easier comparison of our discussion here with [MR04].
In the notation of [MR04, Deﬁnition 2.1.1] we have Σ(F ) = S for each of the Selmer
structures above.
Remark 2.2. Under our hypothesis that p does not divide ordℓ (j(E)) whenever ℓ | N
is a prime of split multiplicative reduction, it follows from [Büy11, §2.3.1] that the local
conditions determined by the Selmer structures FΛ and Fβ on the Galois modules Tα and
Tk,α (k, α, β ∈ Z+ and α ≤ β) all agree (and they all equal to the unramiﬁed submodule
1
Hur
(Qℓ , Tk,α) = ker (H 1 (Qℓ , Tk,α ) → H 1 (Qur
ℓ , Tk,α ))).
When E(Qp )[p] = 0, Selmer structures Fβ (for β ≥ α) and FΛ also induce at p the
same Selmer local condition for Tk,α . In this case, HF1 ? (Qp , Tk,α) = H 1 (Qp , Tk,α ) for
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? = Λ, β ≥ α. Even when E(Qp ) need not vanish, we have by [MR04, Lemma 3.7.1] a
map
̟k,k′ : HF1 α (Qp , Tk,α) −→ HF1 α (Qp , Tk′,α )[pk ]
for k ′ ≥ k, induced from multiplication by pk −k . However, for β ≥ α the analogous map
′

γα,β : H 1 (Qp , Tk,α ) −→ H 1 (Qp , Tk,β )[(γ − 1)α ]
induced by the multiplication by (γ − 1)β−α does not necessarily map HF1 α (Qp , Tk,α) to
HF1 β (Qp , Tk,β )[(γ − 1)α ]. However, it turns out that we may control this failure to a
reasonable degree; see Section A.1.1 below.
Besides those appeared in deﬁnitions of the canonical Selmer structures we have introduced above, we will also be interested in the following local conditions away from S, at
certain Kolyvagin primes. The Selmer structures obtained suitably modifying the canonical Selmer structures of Deﬁnition 2.1 at these primes are central to our considerations.
Definition 2.3. Given positive integers α and k, we let Pk,α (respectively, Pj ) denote
the set of Kolyvagin primes for Tk,α , as introduced in [Büy11, Section 2.4]. We deﬁne
the set Nk,m to be the set of square-free products of primes in Pk,α ; and the set Nj is
deﬁned likewise.
Given ℓ ∈ Pk,α , we deﬁne the transverse submodule by setting

µℓ ), Tk,α) .
Htr1 (Qℓ , Tk,α ) := ker H 1 (Qℓ , Tk,α) → H 1 (Qℓ (µ

For a positive integer n ∈ Nk,α, we deﬁne the Selmer structure F? (n) (with ? = α, Λ) by
setting
• Σ(F? (n)) = S ∪ {ℓ | n},
• HF1 ? (n) (Qℓ , Tk,α ) = HF1 ? (Qℓ , Tk,α) for ℓ ∈ S,
• HF1 ? (n) (Qℓ , Tk,α ) = Htr1 (Qℓ , Tk,α ) for ℓ | n .
Definition 2.4. For a rational prime ℓ, there is the perfect local Tate pairing
∼

h , iℓ,Tate : H 1 (Qℓ , X) × H 1 (Qℓ , X ∗ ) → H 2 (Qℓ , µ p∞ ) −→ Qp /Zp ,
where. For a Selmer structure F on X, deﬁne the dual Selmer structure F ∗ on X ∗
by setting HF1 ∗ (Qℓ , X ∗ ) := HF1 (Qℓ , X)⊥ , the orthogonal complement of HF1 (Qℓ , X) with
respect to the local Tate pairing.
Remark 2.5. It follows from [MR04, Proposition 1.3.2] (which applies thanks to [Büy11,
∗
Remark 2.15]) that the transverse condition is self-dual: Htr1 (Qℓ , Tk,α
) = Htr1 (Qℓ , Tk,α )⊥ .
In particular, F? (n)∗ = F?∗ (n) for every n ∈ Nk,α.
Definition 2.6. If F is a Selmer structure on X, we deﬁne the Selmer module by setting


M
HF1 (Q, X) := ker H 1 (GQ,Σ(F ) , X) −→
H 1 (Fℓ , X)/HF1 (Fℓ , X) .
ℓ∈Σ(F )

Definition 2.7. We say that an integer n ∈ Nk,α is a core vertex for the representation
Tk,α if HF1α (n) (Q, Tk,α ) is a cyclic Rk,α -module.
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Remark 2.8. Given positive integers k and α as above, it follows from the discussion in
[MR04, Section 4.1] that there are core vertices n ∈ Nk,α for the pair (Fcan , T ). Furthermore, when n is a core vertex for (Fcan , T ), the quantity χn (T ) := dimFp HF1 α (n) (Q, T )
is independent of the choice of n. This common value χ(T ) = χn (T ) is called the core
Selmer rank of T . In fact, it follows from [MR04, Theorem 5.2.15] that χ(T ) = 1 in our
set up.
∗
It is also an easy consequence of [MR04, Theorem 5.2.15] that HF1α(n)∗ (Q, Tk,α
) = 0 at
a core vertex n; see also the displayed equality (A6) below and its proof.
2.2. Module of Kolyvagin systems. We recall the deﬁnition of Kolyvagin systems for
artinian and pro-artinian rings. Let Gn = ⊗ℓ|n F×
ℓ .
Definition 2.9. A Kolyvagin system for the Selmer structure Fα on Tk,α is a collection
{κn }n∈Nk,m with the following properties:
i) κn ∈ HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α ) ⊗ Gn .
s
ii) For nℓ ∈ Nk,m, we have (φfs
ℓ ⊗1) (resℓ (κ)) = resp (κnℓ ), where the equality takes place in
1
the quotient Hs1 (Qℓ , Tk,α) := H 1 (Qℓ , Tk,α)/Hur
(Qℓ , Tk,α ); the map ressℓ is the compositum
of the arrows
1
H 1 (Q, Tk,α ) −→ H 1 (Qℓ , Tk,α) −→ Hur
(Qℓ , Tk,α ) ,
fs
φℓ is the ﬁnite-to-singular comparison map of [MR04, Deﬁnition 1.2.2]; see also [Büy11,
Lemma 2.19] and ﬁnally, 1 : Gn → Gnℓ is the obvious map.
The collection of Kolyvagin systems for the Selmer structure Fα on Tk,α is denoted
by KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pk+α). This set comes equipped with a natural Rk,α -module structure.
Using the Selmer structure FΛ in place of Fα we also deﬁne KS(FΛ , Tk,α , Pk+α), which
naturally is an Rk,α -submodule of KS(Fα , Tk,α, Pk+α ).
We may ﬁnally deﬁne
!
!
KS(T) := lim
←−
k,α

lim KS(FΛ , Tk,α, Pj )
−→

j≥k+α

⊂ lim
←−
k,α

lim KS(Fα , Tk,α, Pj )
−→

.

j≥k+α

Our main result on the structure of this object is as follows. This result is crucial for
our proof of Perrin-Riou’s conjecture.
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that E is an elliptic curve such that the residual representation
ρE : GQ,S −→ Aut(E[p])
is surjective. Assume further that p does not divide ordℓ (j(E)) whenever ℓ | N is a prime
of split multiplicative reduction. Then,
i) the Λ-module KS(T) of Λ-adic Kolyvagin systems contains a free Λ-module of rank
one with ﬁnite index;
κ) ∈
ii) there exists a Λ-adic Kolyvagin system κ ∈ KS(T) with the property that pr0 (κ
KS(T ) is non-zero.
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section A.1.2, which is based on the arguments in [Büy11] and the local analysis we shall carry out in Section 1.1. We note that
loc. cit., the author in [Büy11, Theorem 3.23] has already given a proof of the following
statement under more restrictive hypothesis (which is, however, more precise when it
applies):
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Theorem 2.11. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.10, suppose that E(Qp )[p] =
0. Then the natural map KS(T) → KS(T ) is surjective, the Λ-module KS(T) is free of
rank one and its generated by any Λ-adic Kolyvagin system whose projection to KS(T )
is non-zero.
In the set up of Theorem 2.11, there should be no confusion with the notation KS(T )
(since we have not speciﬁed the Selmer structure on T ) thanks to Remark 2.2.
Remark 2.12. The requirement that E(Qp )[p] = 0 in Theorem 2.11 is the condition
that the prime p be non-anomalous in the sense of Mazur [Maz72]. Mazur has explained
that given an elliptic curve E these primes should be sparse.
David and Weston in [DW08] present a heuristic reasoning why this should be the
case and they conjecture that given an elliptic curve E, there are at most ﬁnitely many
anomalous primes. If E(Q)tor is non-trivial, for example, it is easy to verify this conjecture; see Proposition 2.1 in loc. cit. When p > 5 is a prime of good reduction for E, one
may easily check that E(Qp )[p] 6= 0 =⇒ ap (E) = 1 and in particular, when p > 5 is a
prime of supersingular reduction for E, it is non-anomalous. Likewise, when p is a prime
of non-split-multiplicative reduction or when E has split-multiplicative reduction at p
and p > 7, one may check that E(Qp ) does not have p-torsion using Tate uniformization.
In short, for primes p > 5 at which
•
•
•
•
•

either E has supersingular reduction,
or non-split-multiplicative reduction,
or split-multiplicative reduction with p > 7,
or good ordinary reduction with ap (E) 6= 1,
or for elliptic curves which possess a non-trivial Q-rational torsion,

Theorem 2.11 is suﬃcient for our purposes. The reader who only has an eye towards the
previously untouched cases of Perrin-Riou’s conjecture may therefore be satisﬁed with
the contents of Sections 3 and Section 4 alone and choose to skip the technical details
in Appendix A (which are designed to upgrade Theorem 2.11 to Theorem 2.10 so as to
cover the case when p might be an anomalous prime).
We brieﬂy explain the proof of Theorem 2.11 (which consists of four steps) and indicate
what further needs to be carried over in order to deduce Theorem 2.10.
1. One shows that a core vertex n ∈ Nj for the Selmer structure Fα on T is also a
core vertex for the Selmer structure Fα on the quotient Tk,α . This combined with an
argument of Mazur and Rubin in [MR04, Section 4.1] supplies us with a wealth of core
vertices in any of the sets Nj .
2. For each core vertex n ∈ Nj , one then proves that the natural map
(2.1)

KS(Fα , Tk,α, Pj ) −→ HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )

is injective.
3. One further proves that the map (2.1) is surjective, therefore an isomorphism.
4. As the ﬁnal step, one veriﬁes that the maps
KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj ) −→ KS(Fα′ , Tk′ ,α′ , Pj )
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for α ≥ α′ , k ≥ k ′ and j ≥ k + α are surjective. The key point in doing so is the following
patcing diagrams,
(2.2)

KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj )

/ KS(Fα′ , Tk,α′ , Pj )
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯
γα′ ,α
πα,α′ ❯❯❯❯❯❯
*


KS(Fα , Tk,α, Pj )[(γ − 1)α ]
(where πα,α′ is the multiplication by (γ − 1)α−α ), and considering the multiplication-byp-power maps in similar manner,
′

(2.3)

KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj )

/ KS(Fα , Tk′ ,α , Pj )
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙)


KS(Fα , Tk,α, Pj )
where in each diagram one makes use of the Steps 2 and 3 in order to verify that the
diagonal map is a surjection, whereas the vertical map is an isomorphism. This concludes
the proof that the horizontal maps are surjections.
The 2nd and the 3rd steps formally follow from Step 1, as in [Büy11, Section 3.1.2
and 3.1.3]; and Step 1 will go through easily as a consequence of our local analysis in
Appendix A even when E(Qp )[p] 6= 0. The main diﬃculty lies in the patching argument:
One may in fact show that the strategy above (which relies on patching diagrams) is
bound to fail as is. However, we will see in Section A.1.2 that we may deal with this
matter by considering a slightly smaller collection of Kolyvagin systems.
3. Proof of Perrin-Riou’s conjecture
3.1. Preliminaries. We ﬁrst explain the proof of the “only if” part of Perrin-Riou’s
conjecture (Theorem 1.3) (which should be already well-known to the experts prior to
this work). Its proof involves some of the reduction steps we rely on for the proof of the
“if” part of the conjecture and we pin these down also in this portion of our article.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose ﬁrst that ressp (BK1 ) 6= 0, where ressp is the singular projection given as the compositum of the arrows
H 1 (Q, T ) → H 1 (Qp , T ) ։ H 1 (Qp , T )/Hf1(Qp , T ) =: Hs1 (Qp , T ) .
Kato’s explicit reciprocity law shows that ran = 0. We may therefore assume without
loss of generality that BK1 is crystalline at p, namely that BK1 ∈ Hf1 (Q, T ).
∗
Since BK1 6= 0, it follows from [MR04, Corollary 5.2.13(i)] that HF1 can
∗ (Q, T ) is ﬁnite.
Recall that Fstr denotes the Selmer structure on T given by
• HFstr (Qℓ , T ) = HF (Qℓ , T ), if ℓ 6= p,
• HFstr (Qp , T ) = 0.
We contend to verify that HF1 str (Q, T ) = 0. Assume on the contrary that HF1 str (Q, T ) is
non-trivial. Since module H 1 (GQ,S , T ) is torsion free under our running hypothesis on
the image of ρE , this amounts to saying that HF1 str (Q, T ) has positive rank.
Recall further that the propagation of the Selmer structure Fstr to the quotients T /pn T
(in the sense of [MR04]) is still denoted by Fstr . Recall that T ∗ ∼
= E[p∞ ] and note for
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any positive integer n that we may identify the quotient T /pn T with E[pn ]. By [MR04,
Lemma 3.7.1], we have an injection
HFstr (Q, T )/pn HFstr (Q, T ) ֒→ HFstr (Q, T /pn T ) = HFstr (Q, E[pn ])
induced from the projection T → T /pn T . This shows that
(3.1)

lengthZp (HFstr (Q, E[pn ])) ≥ n.

As above, we let Fcan = F1 denote the canonical Selmer structure on T , given by
• HFcan (Qℓ , T ) = HF (Qℓ , T ), if ℓ 6= p,
• HFcan (Qp , T ) = H 1 (Qp , T ).
It follows from [Rub00, Lemma I.3.8(i)] (together with the discussion in [MR04, §6.2])
that we have an inclusion
n
∗ (Qℓ , E[p ])
HFstr (Qℓ , E[pn ]) ⊂ HFcan

for every ℓ. Here, E[pn ] is identiﬁed with T on the left and with T ∗ [pn ] on the right and
also viewed as a submodule of T ⊗ Qp /Zp ). Furthermore, the index of HFstr (Qℓ , E[pn ])
n
∗ (Qℓ , E[p ]) is bounded independently of n (in fact, bounded by the order of
within HFcan
∞
E(Qp )[p ]). This in turn shows that together with (3.1) that

n
∗ (Q, E[p ]) ≥ n.
(3.2)
lengthZp HFcan

∞
∗ (Q, E[p
However, HFcan
]) is ﬁnite and therefore the length of
∞
n
∗ (Q, E[p
∗ (Q, E[p ]) ∼
])[pn ]
HFcan
= HFcan

(where the isomorphism is thanks to [MR04, Lemma 3.5.3], which holds true here owing
to our assumption on the image of ρE ) is bounded independently of n. This contradicts
(3.2) and shows that HF1 str (Q, T ) = 0. Thence, the map
resp : Hf1 (Q, T ) −→ Hf1 (Qp , T )
is injective. The module Hf1 (Qp , T ) is free of rank one and we conclude that Hf1 (Q, T )
has also rank one. When we are in the situation of (a) or (c), the proof now follows
from the converse of the Kolyvagin-Gross-Zagier theorem proved in [Ski14a, SZ14]. In
the situation of (b), it follows from the works Kobayashi [Kob13] and Wan [Wan14] that
a suitable Heegner point P ∈ E(Q) is non-trivial. This in turn implies (relying on the
classical Gross-Zagier formula) that ran = 1, as desired.

∗
Proposition 3.1. If ran ≤ 1, then HF1 can
∗ (Q, T ) is ﬁnite.

Proof. If ran = 0, it follows that ressp (BK) and in particular that BK1 6= 0. The conclusion of the proposition follows from [MR04, Corollary 5.2.13(i)]. Suppose now that
ran = 1. In this case,
HF1 str (Q, T ) = ker(Hf1 (Q, T ) −→ Hf1 (Qp , T ))

b Zp −→ E(Qp ) ⊗
b Zp = 0
= ker E(Q) ⊗

where the second equality follows from the ﬁniteness of the Tate-Shafarevich group
[Kol90] and the ﬁnal equality by the Gross-Zagier theorem. As in the proof of The∗
n
∗ (Q, T )[p ] ∼
orem 1.3, we may use this conclusion to deduce that the order of HFcan
=
n
∗ (Q, E[p ]) is bounded independently of n. The proof follows.
HFcan

Corollary 3.2. If ran ≤ 1, then for every non-zero {κn } ∈ KS(T ), the initial term κ1
of the Kolyvagin system {κn } is non-vanishing.
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3.2. Main conjectures. We recall in this section Kato’s formulation of the Iwasawa
main conjecture for the elliptic curve E and record results towards this conjecture. It
follows from Kato’s reciprocity laws and Rohrlich’s [Roh84] non-vanishing theorems that
the class BK1 is non-vanishing and the Λ-module H 1 (Q, T) is of rank one (as it was
predicted by the weak Leopoldt conjecture for E).
For two ideals I, J ⊂ Λ, we write I + J to mean that I = pe J for some integer e.


Conjecture 3.3. char HF1 Λ∗ (Q, T∗ )∨ + char (H 1 (Q, T)/Λ · BK1 ) .

This assertion is equivalent (via Kato’s reciprocity laws, and up to powers of p) to the
classical formulation of Iwasawa main conjecture for E.
Theorem 3.4. In the setting of Theorem 1.2, Conjecture 3.3 holds true in the following
cases:
(a) E has good ordinary reduction at p.
(b) E has good supersingular reduction at p and N is square-free.
(c) E has multiplicative reduction at p and there exists a prime ℓ || N such that there
ρE is ramiﬁed at ℓ.

Proof. In the setting of (a), see the works of Kato and Skinner-Urban [Kat04, SU14]
(as well as the enhancement of the latter due to Wan [Wan15], that lifts certain local
hypothesis of Skinner and Urban) and in the situation of (b), the works of Kobayashi and
Wan [Kob03, Wan14]. In the setting of (c), the works of Skinner and Kato [Ski14b, Kat04]
yields the desired conclusion. Note that Kato has stated his divisibility result towards
Conjecture 3.3 only when E has good ordinary reduction at p. We refer the reader
to [Rub98] for the slightly more general version of his theorem required to treat the
non-crystalline semistable case as well.

3.3. The Λ-adic Beilinson-Kato Kolyvagin system and the conclusion of the
proof. We are now ready to put together all the discussion above and give a proof of
our main result.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that E is an elliptic curve such that the residual representation ρE is surjective. Assume further that p does not divide ordℓ (j(E)) whenever ℓ | N
is a prime of split multiplicative reduction.
i) Let κ ∈ KS(T) be a generator of any free submodule of KS(T) that has ﬁnite index in
KS(T). (The existence of such a submodule is guaranteed by Theorem 2.10.) Then there
exists c ∈ Zp so that BK = c · κ .
ii) Let κ1 ∈ H 1 (Q, T) denote the initial term of κ and suppose that ran ≤ 1. Then the
image pr0 (κ1 ) ∈ H 1 (GQ,S , T ) of κ1 under the natural projection map is non-trivial.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.10 and Rohrlich’s theorem (which guarantees the nontriviality of BK1 and therefore also the fact that Λ-adic Kolyvagin system BK is nontorsion) that one may ﬁnd f ∈ Λ\{0} and t ∈ Zp with the property that t · BK = f · κ ,
hence also that t · BK1 = f · κ1 .
On the other hand, [MR04, Theorem 5.3.10(i) and Remark 5.3.11] shows (since the
Λ-module H 1 (Q, T) has rank one) that



∗ ∨
1
char H 1 (Q, T)/Λ · κ1 .
(3.3)
char HFΛ∗ (Q, T )
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Furthermore,




(3.4) char HF1 Λ∗ (Q, T∗ )∨ + t · char H 1 (Q, T)/Λ · BK1 = f · char H 1(Q, T)/Λ · κ1

where the ﬁrst equality (up to powers of p) is Theorem 3.4. Putting (3.3) and (3.4)
together we conclude with i).
Since κ generates a free submodule of KS(T) of ﬁnite index, it follows using Theoκ) ∈ KS(T ) is non-trivial. ii) follows from Corollary 3.2.
rem 2.10(ii) that pr0 (κ

Proof of Theorem 1.2 (modulo Theorem 2.10). For c ∈ Zp , κ and κ1 as in the statement
of Proposition 3.5 we have
(3.5)

BK1 = pr0 (BK1 ) = c · pr0 (κ1 ) 6= 0 .

As explained in [Büy14, Proposition 3.11], the non-vanishing of the class resp (BK1 )
follows from (3.5).

We therefore veriﬁed the validity of Theorem 1.2 (without the need of the full strength
of Theorem 2.10 and the material in Appendix A) in the following additional hypothesis:
•
•
•
•
•

E has supersingular reduction at p, or
E has non-split-multiplicative reduction at p, or
E has split-multiplicative reduction at p and p > 7, or
E has good ordinary reduction at p and ap (E) 6= 1, or
E(Q)tor is non-trivial.

Note that all these ﬁve conditions ensure that E(Qp )[p] = 0.
4. Logarithms of Heegner points and Beilinson-Kato classes
As before, we suppose that E is an elliptic curve such that the residual representation
ρE is surjective. Assume further that p does not divide ordℓ (j(E)) whenever ℓ | N is a
prime of split multiplicative reduction. Assume also that one of the following conditions
hold true.
(a) E has good ordinary reduction at p.
(b) E has good supersingular reduction at p and N is square-free.
(c) E has multiplicative reduction at p and there exists a prime ℓ || N such that there
ρE is ramiﬁed at ℓ.
With this set up, we will be able reﬁne the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 in a variety of cases
and deduce that the square of the logarithm of a suitable Heegner point agrees with the
logarithm of the Beilinson-Kato class BK1 up to an explicit non-zero algebraic factor.
In these cases, we will therefore justify some of the hypothetical conclusions in [PR93,
§3.3.3].
We ﬁx a Weierstrass minimal model E/Z of E. Let ωE be a RNéron diﬀerential that is
normalized as in [PR95, §3.4] and is such that we have Ω+
E := E(C)+ ωE > 0 for the real
+
period ΩE . Suppose till the end of this Introduction that L(E, s) has a simple zero at
s = 1. In this situation, E(Q) has rank one and the Néron-Tate height hP, P i∞ of any
generator P of the free part of E(Q) is related via the Gross-Zagier theorem to the ﬁrst
derivative of L(E, s) at s = 1:
(4.1)

L′ (E, 1)
= C(E) · hP, P i∞
Ω+
E
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with C(E) ∈ Q× .
Let Dcris (V ) be the crystalline Dieudonné module of V and we deﬁne the element
ωcris ∈ Dcris (V ) as that corresponds ωE under the comparison isomorphism. We let
H ⊂ Λ ⊗Zp Qp denote Perrin-Riou’s ring of distributions. Let
LogV : H 1(Qp , T) ⊗Λ H −→ H ⊗ Dcris (V )
be Perrin-Riou’s extended logarithm map and write LBK as a shorthand for the element
LogV (resp (BK1 )) ∈ H ⊗ Dcris (V ). We also let
∼

logV : Hf1 (Qp , V ) −→ DdR (V )/Fil0 DdR (V )
denote Bloch-Kato logarithm.
Suppose ﬁrst that E has good reduction at p. In this case, Dcris (V ) is a two dimensional
vector space. Let α, β ∈ Qp be the eigenvalues of the crystalline Frobenius ϕ acting on
Dcris (V ). Extending the base ﬁeld if necessary, let Dα and Dβ denote corresponding
eigenspaces. Set ωcris = ωα + ωβ with ωα ∈ Dα and ωβ ∈ Dβ . On projecting LBK onto
either of these vector spaces we obtain LBK,? ∈ H (so that LBK,? · ω? is the projection of
LBK onto H ⊗ D? ) for ? = α, β.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that E has good supersingular reduction at p and N is squarefree. For ? = α, β,
(i) the Amice transform of the distribution LBK,? is the Manin-Vishik, Amice-Velu
p-adic L-function Lp,? (E/Q, s) associated to the pair (E, D? );
(ii) when ran = 1, one of the two p-adic L-functions vanishes at s = 1 to degree 1;
(iii) still when ran = 1, at least one of the associated p-adic height pairings h , ip,? is
non-degenerate,
(iv) logV (resp (BK1 )) = (1 − 1/α)(1 − 1/β) · C(E) · logV (resp (P ))2 .
Note that the quantity (1 − 1/α)(1 − 1/β) = (1 + 1/p) in fact belongs to Q× .
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is due to Kato2, see [Kat04]. It follows from [PR93, Proposition
2.2.2] and Theorem 1.2 that L′BK (1) 6= 0. Thence, for at least one of α or β (say it is α)
we have
ords=1 Lp,α (E/Q, s) = 1 .
This completes the proof of the second assertion. The third follows from the p-adic
Gross-Zagier formula of Kobayashi in [Kob13] and the last portion from the discussion
in [PR93, §3.3.3] combined with Kobayashi’s p-adic Gross-Zagier formula.

Remark 4.2. The content of Theorem 4.1 justiﬁes some of the hypothetical statements
in [PR93, §3.3.3] at a supersingular prime p. We note that the full strength of Kobayashi’s
work [Kob13] actually contains the results of this theorem; and we merely point out here
that the knowledge alone of a p-adic Gross-Zagier formula for both p-adic L-functions
associated to E along with our Theorem 1.2 yields the non-degeneracy of one of the
height pairings and veriﬁes (as in Theorem 4.1(iv)) Perrin-Riou’s prediction.
Remark 4.3. Much of what we have recorded above for a supersingular prime p applies
verbatim for a good ordinary prime as well. Suppose that α is the root of the Hecke
2This

is accomplished after suitably normalizing BK1 and throughout this work, we implicitly assume
that we have done so.
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polynomial which is a p-adic unit, so that vp (β) = 1. In this case, we again have two padic L-functions: The projection of LBK to Dα yields the Mazur-Tate-Teitelbaum p-adic
L-function Lp,α (E/Q, s), whereas its projection to Dβ agrees3 with the critical slope padic L-function Lp,β (E/Q, s) of Bellaïche and Pollack-Stevens. The analogous statements
to those in Theorem 4.1 therefore reduces to check that one of the following holds true:
a) There exists a p-adic Gross-Zagier formula for the critical slope p-adic L-function
Lp,β (E/Q, s).
b) ords=1 Lp,β (f, s) ≥ ords=1 Lp,α (f, s) .
We suspect that the latter statement may be studied through a critical slope main conjecture and its relation with the ordinary main conjecture. We will pursue this direction
in a future work.
Suppose now that E has non-split-multiplicative reduction at p. In this case, Dcris (V )
is one-dimensional and we have LBK = LMTT · ωcris , where LMTT ∈ Λ is the Mazur-TateTeitelbaum measure. The following is a consequence of the p-adic Gross-Zagier formula
(c.f., [Dis15]), the Rubin-style formula proved in [Büy14] and our main Theorem 1.2:
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that Nekovář’s p-adic height pairing associated to the canonical
splitting of the Hodge-ﬁltration on the semi-stable Dieudonné module Dst (V ) is nonvanishing. Then,
×
logV (resp (BK1 )) · logV (resp (P ))−2 ∈ Q .
Remark 4.5. Our methods so far easily adapt to prove that analogous conclusions hold
true for a potentially self-dual elliptic modular form f which veriﬁes the hypotheses of
Remark 1.6 and for which the natural map
resp : Hf1 (Q, Vf ) → Hf1 (Qp , Vf )
is non-zero. Here, Vf is the self-dual twist of Deligne’s representation, as in Remark 1.6.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 2.10
Until the end of this article, we shall assume that p > 5 is an anomalous prime for E,
namely that E(Qp )[p] 6= 0. In view of Remark 2.12, this in particular means that E has
either good ordinary reduction at p or split multiplicative reduction and p = 1 (since we
never allow additive reduction). In either case, note that ap (E) = 1.
Lemma A.1. Let Qn,p denote the completion of Qn at its unique prime above p. Then,
E(Qn,p )[p] ∼
= Z/pZ.
3We

remark that this conclusion does not formally follow directly from Kato’s explicit reciprocity laws.
For its proof, see [LZ13, Han15].
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Proof. If E(Qn,p )[p] were not cyclic, it would mean that E(Qp )[p] ⊂ E(Qn,p ). This in
turn would imply that µp ⊂ Qn,p .

Lemma A.2. Suppose p > 7 if E has split multiplicative reduction at p. Then
E(Qp )[p∞ ] ∼
= Z/pZ.
b
Proof. Since p ≥ 3, the formal group of E(pZ
p ) is torsion-free. This means that the
∞
natural map E(Qp )[p ] → E(Fp ) is injective. In particular, p divides the order of E(Fp ).
The Riemann hypothesis for elliptic curves show that E(Fp ) has exactly p elements. 
1.1. An analysis of local cohomology groups.
Lemma A.3. The Λ-module H 1 (Q, T) is free of rank 2.
Proof. According to Perrin-Riou (c.f., [PR94]), the Λ-torsion submodule H 1 (Q, T)Λ−tor
of H 1 (Q, T) is isomorphic to H 0 (Q∞,p , T ). It follows from the work of Cherbonnier and
Colmez [CC99] that the quotient H 1 (Q, T)/H 1 (Q, T)Λ−tor is a free Λ-module of rank 2
(see for example [Col05, Corollary 6.3.3]). It therefore suﬃces to check the vanishing of
H 0 (Q∞,p , T ).
Since ap (E) = 1, it follows from the Serre-Tate theory that


χcyc ⋆
∼
.
T G =
Qp
0 1

If we had H 0(GQp,∞ , T ) 6= 0, then the sequence
(A1)

0 −→ Zp (1) −→ T −→ Zp −→ 0

of GQp,∞ -modules splits. This in turn implies that Serre-Tate class of the extension
determined by ⋆ belongs to


ker H 1 (Qp , Zp (1)) → H 1 (Q∞,p , Zp (1)) = H 1 Γ, H 0 (Qp,∞ , Zp (1)) = 0

where the ﬁrst equality is due to the inﬂation-restriction sequence. This in turn shows
that (A1) splits as GQp -modules and by Serre-Tate theory, E is a quasi-canonical lift of
e/Fp and in particular, it has CM. This contradicts our assumption on
the reduced curve E
the image of ρE .


Lemma A.4. The Λ-module H 2 (Qp , T) is pseudo-null.

Proof. The fact that H 2 (Qp , T) is a torsion Λ-module is well-known. Let f ·Λ ⊂ Λ denote
the characteristic ideal of this module and let
Z 1 (T ) ⊂ H 1 (Qp , T )
∼
= H 1 (Qp , T)/(γ − 1)H 1 (Qp , T)
denote the image of H 1 (Qp , T) under the map induced from pr0 . By Lemma A.3, it
follows that
H 0 (Qp , E[p∞ ]) = H 1 (Qp , T )tor ֒→ H 1 (Qp , T )/Z1 (T )
where the ﬁrst identiﬁcation follows on applying the functor H 0 (Qp , −) on the short exact
sequence
0 −→ T −→ T ⊗ Qp −→ E[p∞ ] −→ 0 .
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It therefore follows that |H 0 (Qp , E[p∞ ])| ≤ [H 1 (Qp , T ) : Z 1 (T )] and therefore also that
H 2 (Qp , T)/(γ − 1)H 2 (Qp , T)
(A2)

=

H 2 (Qp , T )| = |H 0(Qp , E[p∞ ])

≤

coker H 1 (Qp , T) → H 1 (Qp , T )

=

H 2 (Qp , T)[γ − 1]



Here, the ﬁrst equality on the ﬁrst line and the equality on the second line follow from
the long exact sequence of the GQp -cohomology of the sequence
γ−1

0 −→ T −→ T −→ T −→ 0 ,
as well as the fact that the cohomological dimension of GQp equals to 2; whereas the
second equality on the ﬁrst line from local Tate duality. Thence,
1≤

H 2 (Qp , T)[γ − 1]
= |f (0)|p
H 2 (Qp , T)/(γ − 1)H 2 (Qp , T)

where |a|p = p−vp (a) is the normalized norm on Qp , and the inequality is due to (A2).
This shows that f (0) ∈ Z×

p and the proof of the Lemma follows.
Definition A.5. Let πα denote the natural projection map H 1 (Qp , T) → H 1 (Qp , Tα )
(so that we have π1 = pr0 ). We let Z 1 (Tα ) := im (πα ).
Corollary A.6. For every positive integer α, the natural inclusions
Z 1 (Tα ) ֒→ H 1 (Qp , Tα )

and

H 1 (Qp , Tα )p−tor ֒→ H 1 (Qp , Tα )
induce a splitting
H 1 (Qp , Tα ) = H 1 (Qp , Tα )p−tor ⊕ Z 1 (Tα ) .
Furthermore, |H 1 (Qp , Tα )p−tor | is bounded independently of α.
Proof. Let ι : Λ → Λ denote the involution given by γ 7→ γ −1 on the group-like elements
of Λ. Set Wα = V /T ⊗ Rα and Tαι := T ⊗ Rαι = Tι /(γ − 1)α Tι . As in the proof of
Lemma A.4 we have
H 1 (Qp , Tα )p−tor = H 0 (Qp , Tα∗ ) = H 2 (Qp , Tαι ) = M ι /(γ − 1)α M ι ,
and
(A3)

 1

H (Qp , Tα ) : Z 1 (Tα ) = M [(γ − 1)α ]

where M = H 2 (Qp , T). The exact sequence

(γ−1)α

0 −→ M[(γ − 1)α ] −→ M −→ M −→ M/(γ − 1)α M −→ 0
and Lemma A.4 shows that
(A4)



H 1 (Qp , Tα )p−tor = H 1 (Qp , Tα ) : Z 1 (Tα ) .

Thence, the injection H 1 (Qp , Tα )p−tor ֒→ H 1 (Qp , Tα )/Z 1 (Tα ) of Rα -modules is indeed an
isomorphism and the ﬁrst assertion of the corollary follows. The second assertion follows
from (A4), (A3) and Lemma A.4.

Fix once and for all a power h of p that is divisible by H 1 (Qp , Tα )p−tor for every α.
Set r = h2 and ν = 2vp (h).
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Corollary A.7. Let α be a any positive integer and let d be any integer divisible by h.
i) d · Z 1 (Tα ) = d · H 1 (Qp , Tα ) .
ii) For all positive integers α ≥ α′ , the natural map
′

γα′ ,α : Tα′

(γ−1)α−α

/

′

Tα [(γ − 1)α ]

induces isomorphisms
d · Z 1 (Tα′ )
(A5)

γα′ ,α

/

∼

′

d · Z 1 (Tα )[(γ − 1)α ]
∼

∼


1

d · H (Qp , Tα′ )

∼
γα′ ,α


/

1

′

d · H (Qp , Tα )[(γ − 1)α ]

where the vertical isomorphisms are the identiﬁcations from i).
Proof. This follows from Corollary A.6 and the fact that each Z 1 (Tα ) is free over Rα .
Note that the isomorphism on the second row of (A5) is deduced by completing the
cartesian square.

Definition A.8. For positive integers β and k, let Z 1 (Tk,β ) denote the isomorphic image
of Z 1 (Tβ )/pk Z 1 (Tβ ) inside H 1 (Qp , Tk,β ). This is a free Rk,β -module of rank 2.
Lemma A.9. Recall the positive integer r = h2 we have ﬁxed above. For every positive
integer β and k > ν, the image of r · Z 1 (Tβ ) inside H 1 (Qp , Tk,β ) (under the compositum
of the arrows
r · Z 1 (Tβ ) ֒→ H 1 (Qp , Tβ ) −→ H 1 (Qp , Tk,β ))
equals r · Z 1 (Tk,β ) .
Proof. Note that the size of the cokernel of the map


coker H 1 (Qp , Tβ )p−tor ⊕ Z 1 (Tβ ) = H 1 (Qp , Tβ ) −→ H 1(Qp , Tk,β ) = H 2(Qp , Tβ )[pk ]

is bounded by h. This means that the order of H 1 (Qp , Tk,β ) is at most p2kβ · h2 . Since
β
H 1 (Qp , Tk,β ) contains Z 1 (Tk,β ) ∼
= Z/pk Z and k > ν, elementary divisors of the abelian
p-group H 1 (Qp , Tk,β ) are of the form (ai , · · · , as , pk , · · · , pk ) with ai | r (i = 1, · · · , s).
This shows that
r · H 1 (Qp , Tk,β ) = r · Z 1 (Tk,β )
and the proof follows.

Proposition A.10. For r as above, positive integers k and α ≥ α′ , the map γα′ ,α induces
an isomorphism
∼

′

r · HF1 α′ (Qp , Tk,α′ ) −→ r · HF1 α (Qp , Tk,α)[(γ − 1)α ] .
Proof. We have
r · HF1 β (Qp , Tβ ) = im r · H 1 (Qp , Tβ ) → H 1 (Qp , Tk,β )

= im r · Z 1 (Tβ ) → H 1 (Qp , Tk,β
= r · Z 1 (Tk,β )
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for β = α, α′, where the ﬁrst equality follows from deﬁnitions, the second from Corollary A.7 and the last from Lemma A.9. The proof follows, since Z 1 (Tk,β ) is free as an
Rk,β -module (and r · Z 1 (Tk,β ) is free as an Rk−ν,β -module).

1.2. Patching Kolyvagin systems. In the ﬁnal portion of this article, we explain
how the proof of Theorem 2.10 follows as a consequence of our detailed analysis in
Section A.1.1.
Theorem A.11. Let r ∈ Z+ as above. For α ≥ α′ and k ≥ k ′ the map
r · KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj ) −→ r · KS(Fα′ , Tk′ ,α′ , Pj )
is a surjection. Furthermore, the module r · KS(T) is contained in a free Λ-module of
rank one.
Proof. We will follow the Steps 1 to 3 in Section 2.2 (which leads to the proof of Theorem 2.11) and will appropriately modify Step 4 to conclude with the proof.
We ﬁx α ∈ Z+ and let n ∈ Nk,m be a core vertex for the Selmer structure on Fcan = F1
on T . We claim that
(A6)

length HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α ) − length HF1 α (n)∗ (Q, Tk,α ) = k · α .

To ease notation we set Sk = Rk,1 (∼
= Z/pk Z). By [MR04, Corollary 2.3.6], it suﬃces to
prove this claim only for n = 1, namely for Fα (n) = Fα . Using [MR04, Theorem 4.1.5],
we infer that there exists integers ak , bk (one of which may be taken to be zero) such
that, there is an isomorphism
b
H 1 (Q, Tk,α ) ⊕ S ak ∼
= H 1 ∗ (Q, T ∗ ) ⊕ S k .
Fα

k

Fα

k,α

k

Here we regard Tk,α as an Sk -representation. We note that proof of [MR04, Theorem
4.1.5] still carries over (by Lemma 3.7.1 of loc. cit.) to our case of interest. The proof of
the same theorem in fact shows that ak , bk do not depend on k, we denote this common
value by χ(Tα∗ ), χ(Tα ), respectively. We therefore have an isomorphism
χ(Tα∗ )

(A7)

HF1 α (Q, Tk,α ) ⊕ Sk

χ(T )
∗
∼
) ⊕ Sk α
= HF1 α∗ (Q, Tk,α

and hence
∗
lengthZp HF1 α (Q, Tk,α) − lengthZp HF1 α∗ (Q, Tk,α
) = k · (χ(Tα ) − χ(Tα∗ ))

= k · rankZp HF1 α (Q, Tα ) − corankZp HF1 α∗ (Q, Tα∗ )
(A8)

= kα · rankZp T − = kα



where the second equality follows passing to limit in (A7), the third using [MR04, Lemma
5.2.15] together with the proof of Lemma A.3 (here, T − stands as usual for the (−1)eigenspace for a complex conjugation) and the very last equality by the skew-symmetric
∼
isomorphism Hom(T, Zp (1)) −→ T (induced from the Weil-pairing). The proof of our
claim (A6) follows.
Furthermore, since n ∈ Nk,α is a core vertex for Fcan on T , it follows that the Z/pk Zmodule HF1 can (n) (Q, E[pk ]) is free of rank one. Thence, the submodule HF1 α (n) (Q, E[pk ])
of HF1 can (n) (Q, E[pk ]) is cyclic as well. It therefore follows from the natural inclusion
HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )/(γ − 1) ֒→ HF1 α (n) (Q, E[pk ]) and Nakayama’s lemma that HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )
is a cyclic Rk,α -module. This combined with (A6) shows that the module HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )
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∗
is in fact a cyclic Rk,α -module of rank one, and also that HF1 α (n)∗ (Q, Tk,α
) = 0. This
completes Step 1.
Step 1 at hand, one may formally verify the Steps 2 and 3 (following Sections 3.1.2
and 3.1.3 of [Büy11]) to deduce that the natural map

(A9)

KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj ) −→ HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )

is an isomorphism for every j ≥ k + α. In view of (A9), the ﬁrst assertion of the theorem
is equivalent to the statements that the natural maps
(A10)

r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α ) −→ r · HF1 α′ (n) (Q, Tk,α′ ), and
r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α ) −→ r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk′ ,α )

are both surjective for α ≥ α′ , k ≥ k ′ . The surjectivity of the second map follows
from [Büy11, Lemma 3.22], since the Selmer structure Fα is cartesian (in the sense of
Deﬁnition 2.5 of loc. cit.) on the collection {Tk,α}k∈Z+ (for ﬁxed α). To verify the
surjectivity of the ﬁrst map, consider the diagram
r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )
(A11)

/ r · H1
Fα′ (n) (Q, Tk,α′ )
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
γα′ ,α
❯❯
πα,α′ ❯❯❯❯❯❯
❯*


r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α)[(γ − 1)α ]
where the map πα,α′ is multiplication by (γ − 1)α−α ∈ Rk,α , and the map γα′ ,α is also
induced from the natural injection Tk,α′ ֒→ Tk,α which is also given multiplication by
′
(γ − 1)α−α . The map πα,α′ is surjective since we have checked that the Rk−ν,α -module
r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α ) is free of rank one. We now analyze the vertical map γα′ ,α in (A11)
and prove that it is in fact an isomorphism. Considering the GQ,S -cohomology of the
exact sequence
γα′ ,α
0 −→ Tk,α′ −→ Tk,α −→ Tk,α−α′ −→ 0
we obtain an exact sequence
′

(A12)

γα′ ,α

P

0 −→ H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α′ ) −→ H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α ) −→ H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α−α′ ) .

where the injection on the left is due to our running hypothesis on the image of ρE .
Likewise, starting with the exact sequence
γα−α′ ,α

0 −→ Tk,α−α′ −→ Tk,α −→ Tk,α′ −→ 0 ,
we obtain an injection H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α−α′ )
(A12) yields the identiﬁcations

γα−α′ ,α

֒→

H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α) . This together with

im(γα′ ,α : H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α′ ) → H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α ))
= ker(γα−α′ ,α ◦ P : H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α) → H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α ))
′

= H 1 (QS /Q, Tk,α )[(γ − 1)α ] .
It follows from Proposition A.10 (the local conditions away from p are handled in Sections
2.3.1 and 2.6 of [Büy11]) that the module r · HF1 α′ (n) (Q, Tk,α′ ) is the exact inverse image
′
of r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )[(γ − 1)α ] under this identiﬁcation. This completes the proof that
the vertical map in (A11) is an isomorphism. We conclude that the horizontal map is a
surjection and the ﬁrst assertion in the theorem is veriﬁed.
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We now prove the second claim. First note that we have a tautological inclusion
(A13)

KS(FΛ , Tk,α, Pj ) ֒→ KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj )

for every j ≥ k + α, and since the direct limit functor is exact, it follows on passing to
limit in (A13) that
(A14)

lim r · KS(FΛ , Tk,α , Pj ) ֒→ lim r · KS(Fα , Tk,α, Pj )
−→
−→
j

j

Since the map (A9) is an isomorphism for every j ≥ k + α, we see that
(A15)

∼

lim r · KS(Fα , Tk,α, Pj ) −→ r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )
−→
j

for any core vertex n ∈ Ns with s ≥ k + α. This shows that both modules that appear
in (A14) are compact and since the inverse limit functor is left exact on sequences of
compact modules, it follows that
(A16)

r · KS(T) = lim lim r · KS(FΛ , Tk,α , Pj ) ֒→ lim lim r · KS(Fα , Tk,α, Pj )
←− −→
←− −→
k,α

j

k,α

j

Furthermore, for every k ≥ k ′ and α ≥ α′ , we have the following commutative diagram
r · KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj )


r · KS(Fα′ , Tk′ ,α′ , Pj )

∼

∼

/

r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α )


/

r·

HF1 α′ (n) (Q, Tk′ ,α′ )

for any core vertex n ∈ Nk+α ⊂ Nk′ ,α′ , where the vertical surjections are deduced above,
as well as the fact that the Rk−ν,α -module r · HF1 α (n) (Q, Tk,α ) (and likewise, the Rk′ −ν,α′ module r · HF1 α′ (n) (Q, Tk′ ,α′ )) is free of rank one. Passing to projective limit (with respect
to vertical arrows) in the diagram above, it follows that the Λ-module limk,α limj r ·
←− −→
KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj ) is free of rank one, and the proof of the second claim in the theorem is
now complete thanks to the inclusion of (A16).

Proof of Theorem 2.10. Using the inclusions
(A17)

r · KS(T) ֒→ lim lim r · KS(Fα , Tk,α , Pj ) ֒→ KS(T)
←− −→
k,α

j

(where the ﬁrst inclusion is (A14) and the second follows from Corollary A.7), together
with the fact that the module in the middle is free of rank one (as we have checked
as part of the proof of Theorem A.11), we conclude with the proof of (i). Mazur and
Rubin in [MR04, Theorem 5.2.10] have proved that the module KS(T ) is free of rank
one. The proof of (ii) now follows using this fact along with with the ﬁrst assertion in
Theorem A.11 and the inclusions in (A17).
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